We consider the problem of determining whether a polynomial of a given order and having only nonnegative coefficients can be found to interpolate a given set of positive data. This problem arises in the design of maximally robust integrating feedback controllers for linear discretetime plants and is also relevant to the design of nonovershooting control systems. We present an algorithm for determining whether such a polynomial exists for given interpolation data.
Introduction
Interpolation problems underly much of linear systems theory. Necessary and sufficient conditions for stability of feedback control systems can be formulated as problems of interpolation by stable rational functions. Designs which are optimal in some sense can be obtained by minimizing an appropriate cost function subject to a finite set of interpolation constraints. For example, in order to obtain stability robustness against norm bounded plant uncertainty, one can separate the system into a feedback interconnection of the plant uncertainty and a closed loop map, which reflects the way the uncertainty enters the plant model. The Small Gain Theorem then motivates the minimization of a norm of the closed loop map in order to allow the uncertainty to be large without loss of stability. This minimization is subject to the interpolation constraints described above. This has been considered in an I I norm optimiiation framework by Dahleh and Pearson [l, 21. A second example is the minimization of a norm or other functional of the regulated output of a feedback system in order to obtain a design giving optimal performance. This optimization is also subject to these constraints ensuring internal stability.
In this paper we consider the interpolation of a special class of stable rational functions, namely polynomials with only nonnegative coefficients. These have application to both the robust stabilization and optimal performance problems outlined above. For the robust stability problem, Halpern and Evans [3,4] considered the problem of designing a stabilizing feedback controller with integrating action for h e a r ducrete-time SISO plants to obtain maximal stability robustness against 11 norm bounded plant numerator coefficient uncertainty. For this problem there is a simply computed upper bound on the stability margin and a class of nominal plants for which a controller can be found to obtain this bound on stability robustness is distinguished by the existence of a nonnegative solution to a set of interpolation equations. The problem of designing feedback systems having no overshoot when tracking a specified command is an important practical one and has been considered in an optimization framework by Deodhare and Vidyasagar [5] and by Hill and Halpern [SI. For 0-7803-3590-2/96 $5.00 0 1996 IEEE a feedback system, zero overshoot corresponds with a nonnegative solution to an interpolation problem.
In section 2, criteria are found for the existence of a polynomial having nonnegative coefficients which interpolates a finite set of data. Leenaerts [7] and Zeheb [SI have used numerical approaches to characterize positive solutions to h e a r equations, but the problem we consider has interpolation structure which can be exploited. Our problem is equivalent to finding conditions on a vector such that there is a nonnegative vector x with Mx = p where M has a Vandermonde structure. The collection of such vectors p forms a convex set and conditions on p are found by characteriziig the hyperplanes that make up the surface of this set.
Conditions on , 8 in the form of inequalities can be found, but if the number of data points is more than three or so, these conditions become numerous and cumbersome. In section 3 an algorithm is described which will settle the question of existence of an interpolating polynomial for any given 0.
The geometric view of this interpolation problem is well known (see [lo] for example), but has not previously been used (to the authors' knowledge) to construct an algorithm such as presented in section 3.
Clams
We consider the following interpolation problem. In the language of geometrical moment theory, the clam is a section (corresponding to p0 = 1) of the moment space induced by the Tchebycheff system (1, t , t2,. . . , t " } (see [lo] The existence of an interpolation polynomial is now reduced to deciding if, for a data set normalized as in remark (a), the vector E Rm is in the clam. The rest of this section is devoted to describing the clam. Theorem 2 says that the clam is a convex polytope and provides a list of its vertices. Theorem 3 describes which hyperplanes determined by the vertices of the clam form the surface of the set and theorem 6 gives criteria for deciding which of these surface hyperplanes form the top and which form the bottom of the clam. In other words, the hyperplanes that contribute to the surface of the clam can be distinguished from those that do not by looking at the at the list of indices of the vertices that determine the hyperplane. These indices must occur in strings of even length except that single vertices or strings of odd length can occur at the beginning (i = 0) or at the end (i = n + T) of the list. Having characterized the hyperpIanes that contribute to the surface of the clam, it will be convenient to separate them into those that form the "top" and those that form the "bottom" of the set. Here top and bottom are with respect to the last coordinate. (qI,a,-..,qm-l,H(Q)) E w. The proof of the theorem depends on the following lemma, the proof of which has been omitted. 
Similarly, if H ( P j ) > t L , then H E T O P .
To prove the theorem, there are 8 cases to consider: m = 1 mod 4 for I = 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 with j even and j odd for each 1. Only the case of m = 1 mod 4 and j odd will be presented. The other cases follow similarly. where &fpj is an m+l x m+l matrix in the format considered in lemma 7 (namely the columns are arranged so that the powers of the t's strictly increase from left to right). Since m = 1 mod4, m + l = 2 mod4 and so by lemma 7, det A?pj < 0. Since j is odd, (2.7) gives that
In summary, we have that g is a polynomial of degree 1, g is positive at ti, and by (2.6), g has negative derivative. Since H ( 4 ) is the sole root of g, H ( 4 ) > t i and so H E T O P .
Algorithm
To decide if there is polynomial of degree n that in- 
The collection { E ( H l c l a m : H E B O T } tessellates E(clam).

3.
If E BOT is such that
The steps for the algorithm are as follows.
1. Starting with the data set ( t i , p j ) , normalize so that the conditions in remark (a) are satisfied.
Use theorem 6 to select initial surface hyperplanes
HTo E T O P and H B o E BOT.
3. Construct sequences of hyperplanes HT; E T O P and HB; E BOT as follows. 
Application to feedback controller design
In this section we show how nonnegative interpolating polynomials arise in feedback controller design problems as indicated in the introduction. 
Application to maximally robust feedback controller design
In this section we outline the problem examined in [3, 4] for the design of an integrating feedback controller giving maximal robustness against plant numerator coefficient uncertainty.
Consider an uncertain SISO discrete-time plant given by where jj is the plant output, ii is its input, Bo and Ao which comprise the nominal plant are known coprime 
Application to design of nonovershooting controllers
In this application, described in (5, 61, the plant has no uncertainty and the controller is given by The tracking error 6 is given by 3 = Zi, -9. The plant has q nonminimum phase zeros ~1~2 2 , .
. . , zq and the command generator 8 ( z ) has p nonminimum phase zeros T I , T 2 , . . . , rp. Necessary and sufficient conditions <or internal stability that 4 must satisfy are q5 E 11, = Zi, (zi) for i = 1,2,. ..,q and +(vi) = 0 for i = 1,2,. . . , p . A simple change of variables allows all coefficients of one equation to be set to one. The algorithm from Section 3 can then be used to obtain necessary conditions on the plant nonminimum phase. zeros for no overshoot to be possible.
